Surgical instruments in *Das buch der Cirurgia*.
Hieronymus Brunschwig, Published Strasbourg, 1497.
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Wheeled litter used by the St John’s Ambulance in *A dictionary of domestic medicine and household surgery*. Spencer Thomas. Published London, 1883.
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These instruments be called Forcepes and are used for to take out shotte or pellettes in woundes &c.
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Carrick GL. On the differential stethoscope, and its value in the diagnosis of diseases of the lungs and heart.

The use of the laryngoscope in *A dictionary of domestic medicine and household surgery*. Spencer Thomas. Published London, 1883.
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Fig. 59.

Hot iron for applying counter-irritation in *A dictionary of domestic medicine and household surgery.*
Spencer Thomas. Published London, 1883.
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A patient being treated in bed in Das buch der Cirurgia.
Hieronymus Brunschwig, Published Strasbourg, 1497.
Dr Nelson’s improved earthenware inhaler in *A dictionary of domestic medicine and household surgery*.
Spencer Thomas. Published London, 1883.
Surgical saws in *Chirurgiae libri septem*.

Giovanni Andrea della Croce. Published Venice, 1573.
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Casella's clinical thermometer in *A dictionary of domestic medicine and household surgery*.
Spencer Thomas. Published London, 1883.
Trephination drills in *Chirurgiae libri septicm*.
Giovanni Andrea della Croce. Published Venice, 1573.
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Leech cupping glass and scarificator in *A dictionary of domestic medicine and household surgery.*
Spencer Thomas. Published London, 1883.
Surgical scissors in *Chirurgiae libri septem*.
Giovanni Andrea della Croce. Published Venice, 1573.
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Uses of the cupping glass in *A dictionary of domestic medicine and household surgery.*

Spencer Thomas. Published London, 1883.
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